
 
 
  

Flexibility's the key! 
 
Whether you are a designer, hardware 
manufacturer, or part of an operational 
management team, 6SigmaDC contains 
all the tools necessary to create your 
perfect Virtual Facility. 

6SigmaDC 
OVERVIEW 

Room Level Calculations 
 
6SigmaRoom and 6SigmaRoomLite take 
care of room level simulations while... 

Cabinet and Server Internals 
 
6SigmaRack and 6SigmaET allow detailed 
modelling of cabinet and server internals. 

Operational Management 
 
6SigmaFM and 6SigmaITM facilitate perfect 
management, while other modules and plug-
ins allow all other necessary detail to be 
included. 
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The 6SigmaDC Software Suite 
 
6SigmaDC is the unique software suite from Future Facilities for datacenter  operators, 
datacenter designers, facilities managers, field engineers and equipment designers, in 
fact anyone who has an interest in contributing to designing and/or    maintaining a model 
datacenter.  
 
This comprehensive toolset allows you to build and test an entire Virtual Facility (VF) – the 
holistic 3D mathematical representation of your datacenter at any point in time – past, 
present and future. Indeed you can use software modules from the suite to check out the 
configuration at almost any level right down to the design of a specific item of IT equipment.  
 
The VF provides a standard way for any stakeholder to share their ideas, plans and 
proposals with each other, so not only does it allow one to design or evaluate space, power, 
cooling and network decisions but the VF provides a great communication methodology 
between the interested parties. In fact it can be used to coordinate design, planning and 
implementation throughout the datacenter lifecycle. Here are just some ways in which the 
6SigmaDC software can be used, whether for green-field site or day-to-day management: 
 
Use the VF:  
 

 To design, plan and configure your new facility,  
    extension or upgrade:  
 
    -  Consider architectural form (e.g. floor void height room shape), location and general 
       methodology such as cooling in service corridors, perimeter cooling or in-row cooling;  
    -  Layout cooling, power & network infrastructure to meet the needs of the building plan 
       and IT requirements;  
 

  To manage IT deployment in the room to:  
 
     -  Maximize cooling/energy efficiency;  
     -  Balance power configurations;  
     -  Improve cable routing;  
     -  Maximize space utilization;  
     -  Maintain your inventory, and  
     -  Test changes before they go live;  
 

  As a training tool to introduce new personnel to the datacenter without risk;  
 
Design and plan your equipment configuration at:  
 

  Room level;  
  Cabinet level;  
  Or if you are a supplier even the detailed design within the equipment itself.  

 
If you have heard about or know Future Facilities and understood that the VF was just for 
cooling system design you’ll now realise that it offers much more than this, in fact, you can 
review or configure pretty much everything in your datacenter.
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Primary Applications 
 

 
6SigmaRoom 
 

Whether you are designing a new facility, making alterations to an 
existing one, or needing to troubleshoot what you already have – then 
6SigmaRoom is the tool to address all your needs. Easy-to-use and 
extensible using plug-in modules, it requires no prior knowledge of 
airflow modelling for which you can be quickly trained. Not only does it 
help you build the VF, it also enables you to consider alternative 
configurations, plus inspect the likely thermal environmental 
conditions prior to taking any risks with the real equipment. 
 

 
6SigmaRoomLite 

 
Out latest addition to the 6SigmaDC Suite. If you are looking for a 
fast, efficient way of proving a green field or conceptual design then 
6SigmaRoom's little brother is for you. Providing full environmental 
information right up to the cabinet door, 6SigmaRoomLite provides 
the basic elements to assess all infrastructural and equipment layout 
decisions in the early stages of a datacenter's life. 
 

 
6SigmaFM 
 

Like 6SigmaRoom, 6SigmaFM can be tailored to your needs with a 
wide range of plug-in modules. If you are responsible for a facility (or 
three!) and you are regularly making changes – or looking to 
introduce new equipment or configuration upgrades – then 
6SigmaFM is for you. Once your VF is up and running, you can 
easily: drag-&-drop new equipment into any cabinet or fill cabinets to 
capacity; add or change cabinets in the model; move floor grilles 
around; or model almost any other everyday operation you wish do in 
your datacenter. This makes it easy to check whether changes made 
today will help or hinder performance in the future.  
 

 
6SigmaRack 
 

Whether you are designing a new pre-configured rack system, 
configuring a new rack-and-stack cabinet, or having trouble with 
equipment already housed in a cabinet, 6SigmaRack can help you 
minimise the risk of thermal failure.  
 
An easy-to-use graphical, drag-&-drop tool allows you to create any 
virtual rack, which you can then test without any risk to the real 
equipment. 
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6SigmaET 
 

If you provide equipment and want to design it to fit right into the VF 
environment 6SigmaET provides the tool to ensure that you 
customer needs will be satisfied. What’s more, not only can you 
design the equipment allowing for its configuration right down to 
component level allowing for a multitude of features such as PCBs, 
chips, heat sinks, cold plates, angled dims, thermal vias, power 
supplies, disk drives and much more, but you can also automatically 
create models for use in the sister product for modelling on a larger 
scale at rack and room level. 
 

 
6SigmaViewer 
 

The Free 6SigmaViewer application lets you communicate your 
designs and results effectively by enabling any of your stakeholders 
to view your VF created in the 6SigmaDC suite. Full functionality to 
view results and interrogate infrastructure is available to anyone you 
designate, at no extra cost to yourself.   
 

 
Modules 
Additional Applications and Plug-In Modules 
 
The primary applications are being extended all the time through plug-in modules.  
See what else 6SigmaDC can provide. 
 

 
6SigmaPower 
 

Choosing this option with a room scale product (6SigmaRoom or 6SigmaFM) allows you to 
record and manage the power system connections in the VF. In addition this module allows 
you to analyse the consequences of a single point of failure of a PDU or UPS and identifies 
what equipment could be at risk. Implicitly, using 6SigmaPower alongside 6SigmaCooling is 
likely to improve the quality of thermal assessments made because it should result in a 
better understanding of where heat is dissipated. 
 

 
6SigmaNetwork 
 

Choosing this option with a room scale product (6SigmaRoom or 6SigmaFM) allows you to 
record and manage the IP network connections in the VF. If cable obstructions are 
calculated automatically from the 6SigmaNetwork network connections then it is likely that 
the thermal assessments using the 6SigmaCooling module will be improved as a result of 
the better understanding of the network cabling and the obstructions it creates. 
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6SigmaWeight 
 

Choosing this option with a room scale product (6SigmaRoom or 6SigmaFM) allows you to 
check the weight loading of equipment standing on a raised floor does not exceed the 
design tile loading and in 6SigmaFM offers the opportunity for on-going installation 
management accounting without exceeding weight limitations. 

 
6SigmaITM 
 

 
Primarily for IT managers, 6SIgmaITM provides a view of rooms being managed by 
6SigmaFM to enable effective separation of tasks and responsibilities and raise Change 
Requests (CRs) in order to service them. Following a 6SigmaITM user raising a change the 
he 6SIgmaFM user receives the CR allowing them to make a full analysis of the impact of 
the change and in particular the thermal on the other equipment in the facility and the 
consequences for long term energy efficiency and capacity of the datacenter. 

 
 

6SigmaCAD 
 

Allows the user to import and export CAD data from DWG, DXF, XML and STL files as line 
drawings that can be used as guides (including snapping to lines) when creating 6SigmaDC 
models. STL models can also be imported as solid definitions so that they can be 
represented and solid geometry in the models. 
 

 
6SigmaDatAq 
 

A tool to program and subsequently download measured temperature time histories from 
Maxim / Dallas Semiconductor i-Button data loggers for display in the VF and comparison 
with predicted temperatures. This is often used during the VF calibration process. 
 

 
6SigmaCooling & the 6SigmaDC CFD Solver 
 

A powerful module for use with one of the 4 Primary Applications (not 6SigmaViewer) that 
allows you to evaluate the airflow and heat transfer for any virtual model you may create and 
thus evaluate any risk of poor airflow and overheating or to identify energy efficient designs / 
configurations all before committing to any specific configuration. 

 
6SigmaExchange 
 

An open data exchange format / tool to allow seamless integration for data exchange of any 
data that can be associated with an object that exists in the VF. 
 

 
6SigmaChangeRecord 
 

An open data exchange format / tool that allows seamless exchange of Asset plans between 
other asset management tools and 6SigmaFM. 
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Integration 
Working towards a common goal 
 
If you're thinking of utilising a monitoring or asset management / DCIM solution within your process, we have 
various ways of integrating these solutions with 6SigmaDC, preventing duplication of effort. 

The level of integration can range from simple import / export of spreadsheets through 6SigmaDC's open 
interface, to a fully integrated solution harnessing 6SigmaExchange and 6SigmaChangeRecord. 

Current integrations include: 

 

Asset Management / DCIM Tools: 

 

  

 

Monitoring Toolsets: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More Questions? 
If you need more information, why not pop in or drop us a line. Don't hesitate to give us a call or 
email us about anything you'd like to know regarding Future Facilities and the Virtual Facility! 

Full contact information can be found at www.futurefacilities.com 
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